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EQ COMBO CREAM & STICK SPF50+
Code: EQCOMB50

  € 13,60  € 17,00   - 20% 

EQ COMBO CREAM & STICK SPF50+

This high/very high protection sea and ski certified organic Combo Stick is an SPF 50 sunscreen and an SPF 50+ sunscreen stick
in one. Ideal for extreme sun exposure and for travelling. Water-resistant and doesn’t drip in your eyes..
 
DESCRIPTION

2 in 1 protection – travel-friendly and practical

BENEFITS

With a travel-friendly and practical format, this sun stick offers double UVA/UVB protection and is certified organic: High protection
SPF 50 Sunscreen + very high protection SPF 50+ Sunscreen Stick. A complete solution designed to protect and nourish the face
and lips when exposed to extreme sun in the water or on the ski slope. The stick is integrated in the cap which is screwed on to the
top of the sunscreen bottle. 100% naturally occurring formula. All filters are 100% naturally occurring minerals. Non-toxic to the
marine environment.

CERTIFICATION

Certified organic by ECOCERT®; COSMEBIO® approved.

TEXTURE

Lipophilic, water-free, rich, water-resistant textures offer great coverage and promote maximum skin and lip protection. Doesn’t
drip in your eyes.

Shake tube well before using on skin.

 

THE FEATURES

	All-natural fragrance: 100%
	All-natural ingredients: 100%

Surfcorner Store
Viale Umago 27 47921 Rimini, Italy
+39 0541 083880 
Url: https://www.surfcornerstore.com/eq_combo_cream_stick_spf50_
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	Ingrédients issus de l’Agriculture Biologique : Crème SPF 50 : 22% / Stick SPF 50+ : 32,5%
	Dermatologically tested
	Not ecotoxic
	Recyclable packaging: 100%
	Rich moistureless care that provides a protective film
	Water resistant
	Made in France
	Very high (SPF 50+ for the stick) and High (SPF 50 for the cream) UVA and UVB protection
	All skin types
	For use on: face, lips, scars and tattoos
	20 ml – 0.7 fl. oz. tube + 2 g sunscreen stick

 

Inci list

Here’s a list of our Combi Stick’s ingredients and their function for 100% transparency!

Sunscreen SPF 50  TITANIUM DIOXIDE , DICAPRYLYL CARBONATE , CAPRYLIC/CAPRIC TRIGLYCERIDE , HELIANTHUS
ANNUUS (SUNFLOWER) HYBRID OIL* , RICINUS COMMUNIS (CASTOR) SEED OIL , COCOGLYCERIDES , PRUNUS
ARMENIACA (APRICOT) KERNEL OIL* , STEARIC ACID , POLYGLYCERYL-3 DIISOSTEARATE , CARTHAMUS TINCTORIUS
(SAFFLOWER) SEED OIL* , SILICA , ALUMINUM HYDROXIDE , ALOE BARBADENSIS LEAF EXTRACT*, HELIANTHUS
ANNUUS (SUNFLOWER) SEED OIL* , HYDROGENATED CASTOR OIL , OLEA EUROPAEA (OLIVE) FRUIT OIL* , JOJOBA
ESTERS , PARFUM (FRAGRANCE) , TOCOPHEROL , CI 77491 (IRON OXIDES), MICA ,Sunstick SPF 50+  CERA
ALBA , TITANIUM DIOXIDE [NANO] , RICINUS COMMUNIS SEED OIL* , CAPRYLIC/CAPRIC TRIGLYCERIDE , COPERNICIA
CERIFERA CERA* , C10-18 TRIGLYCERIDES , BUTYROSPERMUM PARKII BUTTER* , CARTHAMUS TINCTORIUS SEED
OIL* , OLEA EUROPAEA FRUIT OIL* , SILICA , CALOPHYLLUM INOPHYLLUM SEED OIL* , JOJOBA ESTERS , PARFUM
(FRAGRANCE) , POLYHYDROXYSTEARIC ACID , PRUNUS ARMENIACA KERNEL OIL* , TOCOPHEROL , CI 77491, MICA

 

USAGE TIPS

To ensure maximum protection with the 2 in 1 Combo Stick SPF 50 Cream and SPF 50+ Stick, make sure to shake the tube well
before use. Thanks to its two-in-one format, you can use the Sunscreen Combo Stick by applying it as a cream for the face or a
stick for sensitive areas such as the tip of the nose, the cheekbones or the lips.

We recommend generous, even application before sun exposure to ensure adequate coverage of the exposed area. Make sure to
rub-in well to avoid white streaks. Don’t forget to re-apply frequently to stay protected.

Thanks to the hole in the end of the tube, on the seam, you can attach it to your neck via a string or chord for use in the mountains
or in the water.
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